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Esther Wagner 
Plan would eliminate low grades 
The first item on the agenda 
for the full faculty meeting 
Tuesday, Dec. 11, is a grading 
proposal which would eliminate 
D, F, WU , and IP grades. 
The grading proposal grew 
out of an assumption that grades 
should be used consistently 
across the institution. The Ad 
Hoc Grading Committee report 
states that "the reliability of 
grades is questionable" since 
there is no clear set of 
definitions or procedures for 
assigning grades. 
"If grades are to be a 
qualitative assessment of 
achievement of all students 
within the institution, then some 
attempt must be made to 
encourage more consistent 
application  of grades," the 
report stated. 
The second assumption that 
the report makes is that D and F 
grades act behaviorally as 
"negative sanctions" and that it 
has been demonstrated that 
"negative sanctions are not 
useful to the learning process." 
"In fact," the report states, 
"there is overwhelming evidence 
from experimentation and 
theory in psychology and 
education that an external 
negative motivator, such as a D 
or F grade, is counterproductive 
in its essential effect." 
In failing, the report 
continues, the student receives 
enough punishment in lost time 
and credit without the added 
stigma of a failing grade. 
"Thus," the report concludes, 
"an argument can be made for a 
grading system which evaluates 
according to fulfillment or 
nonfulfillment of minimal 
course standards." 
The third assumption the 
report makes is that the present 
grading system has been 
modified formally and 
informally to the point where 
"nobody is certain of the 
changes or their meaning." 
"It can be argued," the report 
continues, "the present grading 
system is not a system that is 
totally meaningful, and it should 
be replaced." 
Finally, the grading system 
should be easily understood and 
usable by other institutions. The 
present system has 12 grades 
while the proposed system 
would have eight. With fewer 
grades, it is hoped that the 
system would be simpler and 
therefore more easily 
understood. 
The proposed system defines 
the following grades: 
A-Exceptional Performance. 
The student's intellectual effort 
and performance are far above 
the minimal course standards. 
B-Above Average 
Performance. The student's 
intellectual effort and/or 
performance are far above the 
minimal course standards but do 
not reflect exceptional 
performance. 
S—Satisfactory Performance. 
The student's intellectual effort 
and/or performance meet the 
minimal course standards. 
P—Satifactory Performance. 
The student's performance 
meets minimal course standards. 
The student has elected not to 
be graded by A, B, S grades. 
The student may change from 
P/NC to A, B, S/NC or vice versa 
within the first nine weeks of 
the semester. After this a change 
can be made with the  
instructor's consent. 
NC—No Credit. The student's 
performance is not of sufficient 
quality to meet the minimal 
course standards. 
I—Incomplete Performance. 
The student's work is of 
sufficient quality but of 
insufficient quantity and 
requires extra time for 
completion. 
W—Withdrawal. The student 
exercised the right to withdraw, 
without prejudice, from a course 
by Karen Huffman 
Last Thursday evening, Dr. 
Esther Wagner of the English 
Department hosted an informal 
gathering to discuss "The 
Intellectual Woman in Society" 
or "How to become a liberated 
woman in Tacoma without going 
up the wall." 
The mixed group consisted of 
students and faculty, female and 
male (though the feminine 
faction outnumbered the 
masculine by an approximate 
three to one ratio.) 
Wagner divided the evening 
into Lao parts. First, she shared 
some of her personal thoughts 
and suggestions concerning 
by Pat Dougherty 
"Growing Up Female in 
American Schools," a c ourse 
proposed by Women's Studies 
for spring term, was defeated by 
the Faculty Senate Monday, by 
a vote of 10 to nine, with one 
abstention. 
The class had been approved 
by the Curriculum Committee 
two weeks earlier. 
In opposing the course, 
Professor Wilbur Sims indicated 
his uneasiness with the variety of 
course offerings from Women's 
Studies. He stated that he 
thought Women's Studies were 
not a "well-founded program," 
and that by defeating the course, 
UPS could save some money, to 
be used elsewhere. 
The proposed course would 
have cost a total of $1,000. 
Dean of the University Tom 
Davis agreed with Sims that the 
university should decided 
whether or not it wants 
Today is that last day for 
members of the student body to 
vote in the student elections 
which have been going on all 
week. 
Key items on the ballot 
include a senatorial race between 
Barbara Hunter and John 
Goldwood, and the so-called 
"Foster Amendment," an 
amendment to the student 
constitution which would grant 
the president the power to 
appoint the activity and business 
vice presidents.  
within the first nine weeks of 
the semester. After nine weeks, 
withdrawal is with the 
professor's consent or initiation. 
Au—Audit. The student is 
enrolled in a course for no 
grade/no credit. 
The faculty meeting will be at 
4 p.m. in Mc 106. Proposals 
from Professional Standards 
Committee concerning 
reappointment, promotion and 
tenure procedures will also be 
presented. 
"ennui evasion." Second, she 
asked those intellectual women 
and men present to consider and 
discuss the special problems an 
intellectual woman encounters 
in her personal relations. 
Wagner opened by explaining 
that "ennui evasion," or the 
battle against boredom, is not 
only a concern for women, but 
common ground for both sexes. 
She stressed the importance of 
broad horizons, for "scene 
expansion" inevitably leads to 
"mind expansion." 
Dr. Wagner feels the most 
important thing an intellectual 
woman can do is to stop feeling 
sorry for herself and to create 
some interests to be acted upon 
Women's Studies as a program. 
Davis was one of the 10 who 
voted against the class, along 
with ASUPS President Randy 
Foster, Professors James 
Clifford, John Jandali, Martin 
Nelson, Frank Peterson, Sims, 
and Ted Taranovsky, Vice 
President Lloyd Stuckey, and 
student representative John 
Kerwin. 
Those who favored the course 
were Professors Donald Bender, 
Bill Colby, Robert Hostetter, 
June Hofstead, William 
Orthman, Roy Polley, Harriet 
Richmond, and Esther Wagner, 
and Vice President John English. 
Bender, professor of 
education, pointed out that a 
sexist society and its institutions 
are likely to endure at least 40 
to 50 years from now. The 
validity for such a class on 
education is therefore not only 
relevant but of lasting 
importance. He cited a recent 
TRAIT, article to that effect. 
These two officials are 
currently elected by the 
students. 
In addition to the Foster 
Amendment are four 
"housekeeping measures" 
designed to clarify or strengthen 
points of the current 
constitution. Some of these 
amendments were suggested to 
the student body by the Board 
of Trustees. 
All five amendments require 
student  rat ification to be 
passed.  
by and for herself. Any feelings 
of paranoia or scorn must be 
dealt with before the "training 
of mind, imagination, and poetic 
faculty" is possible. 
Through the course of the 
evening, she suggested several 
interesting ways to fight the 
battle. 
Dr. Wagner reminded the 
women that there are many 
organizations on the UPS 
campus begging for some fresh 
creativity and leadership. There 
are also countless organizations 
simply asking to be organized. 
Essentially, all that is lacking is 
the individuals with the initiative 
to say, "I want." 
For example, Dr. Wagner is 
Other objections to the 
course included the concern 
voiced by Professor Clifford that 
it would "dilute" the Women's 
Studies program so that fewer 
students would take each course. 
However, Professor Mary Ann 
Finley, from the Women's 
Studies program, indicated that 
their spring courses were filling 
up well, and that several 
students had already indicated 
an interest in taking the 
proposed class. 
Arguments against dilution of 
liberal arts education were 
countered by Professor 
Hofstead, who pointed out that 
equating growth and spread of 
areas of study with dilution of 
education is wrong. 
Professor Orthman asked for 
information concerning the 
amount of valid, researched 
material on the subject of the 
course. Finley cited several 
sources, and offered the senate a 
copy of the book lists for all 
Women's Studies classes. It was 
declined. 
One student suggested that 
UPS should support Women's 
Studies as a new field in 
education, especially since larger 
schools such as the University of 
Washington offer degrees and 
growing programs in the field. 
She emphasized that the course 
in question was important 
because it brought up the whole 
question of women and 
education. 
At one point in the debate, 
Donald Bender commented to 
Women's Studies 
representatives: "Let me suggest 
that you tape-record this 
conversation and use it as an 
example in your class."  
interested in good films. She 
described how similarly 
interested women could easily 
go about creating a film'society. 
She also assured her guests of 
enthusiastic faculty support for 
such an effort. 
Exploring  the off-campus 
area, Wagner feels, is an even 
more important part of personal 
enrichment. There ary numerous 
types of volunteer work. These 
range from the obvious Women's 
Caucus to the oftentimes 
forgotten Remann Hall. 
Invaluable experience can be 
gained by working with political 
and service organizations and 
institutions. 
Less structured, but probably 
even more valuable, is the pure 
enjoyment of urban experience. 
Dr. Wagner repeatedly tried to 
communicate the excitement 
and importance of experiencing 
an urban center such as Seattle. 
The cultural opportunities to be 
found there are of the most 
rewarding nature, she suggested. 
Another route to 
independence for the liberated, 
intellectual woman is the 
development of "strange 
interests," but the ordinary type 
of collections or hobbies is not 
the sort of thing that Dr. Wagner 
was referring to. For example, 
Wagner is a self-professed 
"cemetery stomper." After all, 
"to love cemeteries is to love 
life!" 
During the open discussion, 
some women expressed bitter 
feelings toward anti-intellectuals 
and vice versa. Dr. Wagner 
suggested that the only way one 
could lower these imagined or 
real barriers is to ask questions 
of mutual interest that must be 
answered with more than a 
simple "yes" or "no." 
The unstructured discussion 
led to some unresolved 
differences between the women 
and men. Several of the men 
remained unconvinced that 
intellectual  women encounter 
different problems than do 
intellectual men. 
One male student 
demonstrated the type of 
cultural misconceptions that 
women have to fight by 
persisting in a somewhat vague 
"feeling" that women become 
something other than women 
when they choose to pursue 
careers. The young chap 
declined to define what these 
women alledgedly become. 
Unfortunately, the term 
"feminine" was never really 
defined to anyone's satisfaction. 
Dr. Wagner closed the evening 
with one final note of urgency 
to the women: "Just don't be a 
nobody!" she pleaded. 
ASUPS elections end today 
Senate rejects women's course, 
says program not 'well-founded 
Wagner enjoins women to cultivate 'ennui evasions' 
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Senate suppresses feminism 
Desire for learning 
ought to replace 
grade motivators 
The report that is being presented by the ad hoc 
committee on grading attempts to go into the 
philosophy of the grading system before it makes its 
recommendation. 
"The ABCDF system is primarily a short-hand 
method of evaluation whose function is to describe 
qualitatively the level of individual students' 
achievement in a given course," the report reads. What it 
often comes down to is ranking students from good to 
bad and splitting them into groups. Whether grades are 
effectively used to rank a student's achievement is 
questionable. A student can enter a class with far more 
background in that area, achieve little in the course, and 
get an "easy" A. 
In theory, the report continues, grades are a 
communicating device within the school and between 
schools giving them information about the levels of 
knowledge and skill acquired by a student. The grading 
practices fluctuate between instructors, departments, 
schools, and colleges. Under current practices, the only 
way anyone can make a valid assumption based on the 
GPA is by first assuming that everyone gets his fair share 
of easy and hard classes. 
Then grades are given as a motivating device. A 's, 
often B's, and rarely C's, are given to reward good work. 
F's, s, often D's, and sometimes C 's, are given to 
penalize bad work. 
The result of this has been that in many cases, 
grades have become more important than knowledge. 
Students often take one or more goof-off classes to get 
easy A's or B's, so they have time to work for good 
grades in the others. The result is that we breed classes at 
the lower division level filled with mediocre students, 
being taught by professors who therefore expect nothing 
more than mediocrity. 
A freshman coming in will go through two years 
of mediocrity, and will get to the upper division classes 
not knowing how to be anything but mediore. UPS 
gradutes mediore students. (It must be noted that the 
mediocrity I'm talking about now has only to do with 
the present grading system which necessarily breeds 
mediocre students under all but the most stringent 
conditions.) 
And before graduation, our mediocre classes breed 
a class of statisticians—people who spend their time 
computing their GPA, what it could be at the time they 
graduate, what it will look like at the end of the 
semester, and so forth. 
One professor figured that if he said he'd give 
everyone who registered for his class an A, he'd having 
no one reading the book, no one going to lecture, and no 
one doing the lab. 
But then the only way to get rid of this syndrome 
would be to get rid of grades as a motivating factor and 
replace them with the desire to acquire knowledge. 
But without grades, how would an employer or a 
graduate school know whom to accept? At the end of 
the first year the person with the highest GPA in the 
UPS Law School entered with a GPA below the median 
level. And six of the lowest ten first-year GPA's ranked 
in the top fourth of .the class at entrance. "It's all a 
matter of application," Dean Joseph Sinclitico of the 
Law School reasoned. 
Presently, colleges are merely here to send people 
on their way to jobs or graduate school. They don't 
seem to be places where knowledge is preserved, 
expanded, and passed on to other people. The concern 
for knowledge is being sacrificed to that of individual 
purpose. And what we are left with is something (grades) 
that could very well prove meaningless. 
Ron Cunningham 
A Column's Inch 
by Alan Smith 
The "black problem," whatever that is, was never 
stated so well in this century as it was by ASUPS Vice 
President Brooks Hull last week. After recommending 
that the Black Homecoming budget be cut to a 
below-subsistence level, the student politician (who 
bears an interesting resemblance to H.R. Haldeman) 
argued that the BSU has to prove "by its own initiative" 
that it is deserving of ASB funds. 
Another observer remarked that "we ought to send 
them back where they belong—to the Finance 
Committee." 
"Growing Up Female In America's Schools," 
Women's Studies course 323, has just been voted down 
by the Faculty Senate. From listening to the discussion, 
it apparently wasn't voted down simply on its own 
merits but as a reaction to the value of Women's Studies 
as a whole. The question arose as to whether Women's 
Stu‘lies is even needed at UPS. It has also been suggested 
that there is not enough subject matter to demand a 
women's department (only 52% of the human race is 
female), and that women's history should not be taught 
as a class itself. The fact that hundreds of people have 
graduated from UPS completely ignorant of the 
importance of women's roles in their own fields, and 
perpetuating that ignorance by going on to teach other 
students, was not even discussed. 
Although the role of women should be included in 
all disciplines, my own experience is that it is not. 
Women's studies classes are needed not only as 
expressions of legitimate academic concerns in their own 
right, but also to fill in the huge gaps left in content and 
structure by almost all courses traditionally taught at 
UPS. 
I have been taking history courses on this campus 
for three years. Most recently I have been sitting through 
a survey class, during which time I continually expected 
the subject of the Women's Movement in American 
History to be taught. When it finally did arise, it was 
given less than an hour's discussion in a review of the  
1920's. Most of that time was spent in debating whether 
the Suffrage movement had any importance in history at 
all. Very little relevant information about women was 
actually taught. 
The Grimke sisters, Susan B. Anthony, Emme 
Goldman, Victoria Woodhull, or Jane Adams were 
barely mentioned. It was assumed (correctly) that the 
Wobblies (I.W.W.), the Indians, the blacks, and the 
transcendentalists were important enough to be included 
in the class, yet women, as a force in history, were 
almost completely ignored.Out of seventy-five articles in 
our text, only three were authored by women, and only 
two of these were written about women (and then only 
if I include one on the Salem witch trials). Only two 
pictures (one of Woodrow Wilson and his wife and one 
of Caroline Kennedy with her father) were of identified 
women. 
If it were not for the Women's Studies, many 
UPS students, including myself, would never have 
noticed what was lacking in our other courses. Perhaps 
this is why some faculty members and administrators 
want to suppress feminism at this school. The 
contributions and study of women need to be 
integrated into every department, and Women's Studies, 
as an entity, is an important part of a fully realized 
educational experience, so that we will not be ignorant 
of the past and present of my kind. 
Karen Rudolph 
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BSU sparks Senate ire 
The Black Student Union has been asking for it 
for a long time. And last week they got it—and they 
didn't. That is, they got more trouble than they 
bargained for, and though they also got part of their 
Black Homecoming budget request, they didn't get quite 
enough of it. 
The trouble with the BSU, according to one 
student close to the organization, is that it lacks 
organization. Its member simply do not fit the standard 
dye cast for such "student service clubs." But despite 
the group's obvious sub-cultural orientation, it is 
expected to play by the same rules observed by everyone 
else. Consequently, a distinctly cultural group is lumped 
together with the SPURS and the cheerleaders and even 
the I FC. 
Blacks might understandably resent such a 
"collegiate" definition of their organization. 
And yet, to us outsiders, it appears as if 
"collegiate" would be a fair designation for BSU 
members. After all, some of them are involved in student 
activities or government. Most of them are as business 
majorish as business majors can be. They dress well, and 
some are outstanding UPS athletes. Therefore they are as 
collegiate as beer busts and Greekism and library study 
hours. 
So why is it they cannot efficiently run their 
collegiate organization—the BSU? 
The BSU has consistently requested unreasonable 
amounts of money, seldom offering any real justification 
for the requested sums. It is almost always last to get its 
requests in on time, and its members—who, as business 
students, should know better—wonder why there is no 
money left when it comes their turn. When it comes 
right down to it, the ASUPS Finance Committee is 
forced time and again to shore up its impatience when 
dealing with the BSU. 
So I can sympathize with Finance Committeeman 
John Goldwood, who fumed after last Tuesday's vote 
that the least the BSU could have done would be to have 
given Finance Committee enough time to study the 
request. Three meetings were arranged with the BSU. 
Each time Goldwood and the others showed up, but no 
one from the BSU ever did. 
In the absence of a committee recommendation, 
the Student Senate was reluctantly pressed into meeting 
as a committee of the whole. The senators debated the 
measure, and although they did not like it, they finally 
agreed to suspending Rule' IX and moving directly to  a 
vote so the BSU could get the go-ahead in time for the 
homecoming gig—which is tomorrow. 
For that lack of consideration, their budget was 
axed—and if it had not been for the generosity of Vice 
President Lloyd Stuckey, the Black Homecoming would 
be a dismal failure. 
As much as the student senators can be blamed 
for their remarkable insensitivity to what  a Black 
Homecoming is all about, they do not deserve to be 
treated in a fashion which disallows them from 
intelligently considering each request as it arises. 
For their intelligence is a'rnott fradile commbdity, 
and must be handled gingerly. 
Alan Smith 
Plagiarism defined 
The UPS Department of History considered a 
proposed "General Guidelines For Submission of Papers 
And Reports" at a departmental faculty meeting on 
Wednesday, Nov. 28. 
The General Guidelines present a description of 
plagiarism, including five ways in which it is manifested. 
The first two abuses tend to be more blatant and 
intentional while the other three can often be attributed 
to negligent research techniques. 
In his book, The Logic and Rhetoric of 
Exposition, H.C. Martin suggested these examples of 
plagiarism: I. "Direct and unacknowledged utilization of 
somebody else's work. This practice includes: 1) direct 
copying of other people's works and inclusion of them 
into one's own paper without proper acknowledgement 
of the original source (i.e., without placing the copied 
material in quotation marks and footnoting it); 2) 
purchase of papers from professional paper-writing 
factories; 3) use of other students' papers; 4) submission 
of the same paper for more than one course without the 
permission of the instructors (self-plagiarism). 
II.  The 'mosaic' technique or the 
scissors-and-paste job. This practice is usually 
encountered when an author copies bits and pieces of 
material from one or several sources and combines them 
together in such a fashion that the result is 
 a mosaic of 
other people's ideas and words, the author's sole 
contribution being the cement to hold the 
 • pieces 
together.' This is accomplished by excising 
 a couple of 
sentences or phrases, changing some words, rearranging 
and simplifying sentence structure, adding some  
sentences or clauses of his/her own, and yet retaining the 
basic ideas and facts of the original. 
Improper paraphrase. This practice usually 
consists of rewriting another work 'in whole or in part' 
while retaining the basic structure, argument and 
evidence of the original source pr. sources. This 
represents a redoing of a job done by somebody else and 
is considered plagiarism even if no direct copying had 
taken place. 
The 'apt phrase." An author finds that 
another writer has put an idea in a nutshell or expressed 
it extremely well by a felicitous turn of phrase and 
would like to adopt it in his own work feeling that he 
could do no better. Unless these 'apt phrases' are put 
into quotation marks and their origin acknowledged by a 
footnote, the author is guilty of plagiarism. 
Lack of footnoting. There is nothing wrong 
with using other people's work so long as the student's 
intellectual debt is acknowledged by appropriate 
footnotes. Specific facts, ideas and concepts, which 
 a 
student has encountered in his/her reading and which are 
not common knowledge must be credited to their 
original sources. Lack of footnotes, particularly in the 
case of generalizations and conclusions, is a frequent 
form of plagiarism, encountered even among 
professional scholars." 
The following four precautions can be used to 
avoid the pitfall of plagiarism, according to the general 
guidelines drafted by Professor Ted Taranovski of the 
History Department. 
Make sure that any direct borrowings from 
other authors are clearly identified both in your notes 
and in the paper by quotation marks and footnotes. 
Use footnotes whenever your facts, ideas, 
arguments, or generalizations are borrowed from another 
source or sources (rule of thumb: when in doubt, 
footnote it). 
Organize and write your paper using your own 
words, refer to your notes sparingly during the process 
of composition and writing, and save direct quotations 
only for the highlights or the points of controversy. 
Do not plagiarize on purpose; plagiarism is 
easily identifiable by most instructors and the penalties 
are simply not worth the potential benefits." 
These guidelines are not intended to alter the 
attitudes or behavior of those individuals who have no 
compunction where matters of academic integrity are 
concerned. But for everyone else who takes pride in the 
high quality of her/his writing, these suggestions might 
prove beneficial. 
Kathy Hemerick 
McAllister, meet Hardin 
The current governmental action concerning the 
energy crisis brings up the perennial dilemma of 
governmental control vs. personal freedom. People like 
Bruce McAllister of Seattle continue to ask whether a 
nation founded on the tenets of freedom of choice for 
all can tolerate increasing governmental control and 
regulation of personal lifestyle. Mr. McAllister argues 
that the State Highway Commission does not have the 
right to lower speed limits for energy conservation 
reason. What has become of our freedom to choose? Can 
we legislate conservation? Aren't warnings and 
suggestions more in keeping with our democratic 
heritage? 
The whole question is entirely rhetorical. 
Observations of human nature demonstrate repeatedly 
that given the freedom to do as one pleases, each person 
will do what is most beneficial to him with little regard 
for, or knowledge of, the effects of his actions on others. 
As Garrett Hardin so eloquently expressed in The 
Tragedy of the Commons, given individual freedom, 
each individual will maximize the benefit to himself 
because any adverse effects that result will be shared by 
everyone, not just by him. Thus, each person works to 
receive maximum good and minimum bad for as long as 
the resource lasts. When the resource has been entirely 
exploited, the loss is also shared by all. Hardin concludes 
that the only way to combat this exploitation and thus  
fairly preserve the resource for all, is to legislate the 
maximum use of the resource by each individual. The 
individual himself is not capable of making this 
decision—not because he is evil, but because his vision is 
too myopic. He sees only the maximum benefit and 
minimum harm to himself, not to the whole system. In 
order to provide maximum fairness, it is necessary for 
some other body or agency, with vision above that of 
the individual, to make these decisions. This means that 
the individual gives up some freedom to do as he likes, 
but at the same time he gains the assurance that there 
will still be a resource left to use. 
The tragedy of the commons is being repeated 
once again in our current energy crisis. If we are to 
guarantee that there will be minimum energy resources 
available to each citizen, it is mandatory that we legislate 
the maximum use of this resource. For example, as has 
been demonstrated in the past months, it is not 
sufficient to suggest to people that driving at 50 m.p.h. 
will save gasoline. When the shortage of gasoline really 
occurs, we have to legislate lower speed limits, Bruce 
McAllister notwithstanding. Otherwise, each driver will 
maximize the use of his gasoline until the supply is gone. 
Some people, of course, will voluntarily slow down 
 or 
drive smaller cars, but in reality, their fair share is being 
consumed by someone else and that means that their 
rights are being infringed upon. And that is not in 
keeping with our democratic heritage! 
If we look elsewhere, we find that governmental 
control and regulation are increasing in other areas as 
well. We have already seen strong regulations regarding 
air and water pollution. Surely, stronger regulations  in 
land use and population control are soon to follow, 
based upon the same kinds of arguments. In short, we 
must give up certain freedoms in order to maintain 
certain other freedoms. We may have to give up the 
freedom to use resources to their maximum, but we may 
gain the assurance that we and our children will still have 
these resources to use and enjoy. 
Nancy Scott 
Mighty ones speak 
In regard to Barb Dwyer's letter in the November 
20 TRAIL issue concerning KUPS: if this mighty one 
would care to examine the past ASB budgets, she could 
simply come in the ASB office and look through them 
to satisfy her curiosity. Any student has the right of 
access to any documents regarding the spending 
 of 
student funds. Come in and see for yourself. 
Mighty Ones 
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Kunz protests tactics 
Editor's note: Jerry Kunz, a professor in the 
Sociology Department, was almost dismissed last spring 
when his colleagues voted non-reappointment for him 
because of a "lack of emotional maturity" and "the 
ability to work cooperatively . . . with [his] colleagues 
and students." 
Because of a serious procedural error, the 
department was forced to grant Kunz another one-year 
contract. The debate now centers around whether that 
contract was intended to be terminal or not. 
I think that it is important for the faculty, 
students, and staff at this university to be aware of some 
of the tactics being employed by the present 
administration to achieve rather drastic changes in both 
structure and personnel here. The administration, having 
been thwarted in its aims before both the Faculty Senate 
and the full faculty (i.e., President Phibbs' suggestion 
that he sit on the Faculty Senate has been defeated by 
faculty vote), appears to be turning to indirect routes to 
achieve its ends. The powers-that-be have traditionally 
been aware that one of the most effective forms of rule 
is that of divide and conquer. That is, in the case of this 
administration, persuade or coerce some faculty 
members to control the others. This is what is occurring 
this year in my "case." Let me hasten to add that this 
letter should be taken as informative rather than 
pleading my case. My case is a small one and, as this year 
develops, will probably be dwarfed in the magnitude of 
its injustice by many others. 
Last year, the Professional Standards Committee 
of the Faculty Senate, after admirable and just 
consideration of my case, recommended that I be given a 
"special contract for a temporary period" and that I 
would "be given no notice of non-reappointment," nor 
would "the procedures of the 1972 Faculty Code for 
appointment—non-reappointment be applicable." In 
their recommendation to the administration last year, 
the Professional Standards Committee stated very 
clearly: 
"During the academic year 1973-74 the sociology 
department, the division director and the Dean will be 
re-examining the department's objectives and preparing a 
job description for a faculty position in that department. 
If it is decided to fill the position described for the 
academic year 1974-75, candidates will be solicited and 
you may apply and be considered with the other  
candidates under the applicable section of the 1972 
Faculty Code for new appointments. (Emphasis added). 
The administration rejoined by offering me what 
amounted to a terminal contract, completely violating 
every recommendation of the Professional Standards 
Committee: 1) The administration refused to destroy 
the documents containing charges against me and, most 
important, 2) there was no guarantee that I would be 
eligible for hire in the "redefined" position in the 
Sociology and Anthropology Department. Before signing 
this contract, I met privately with Professors John Magee 
and Tim Hansen of the Professional Standards 
Committee. I asked Professor Magee to clarify the 
meaning of the contract. I wanted to know if, in spite of 
the contract, I would still be eligible to apply for the 
"redefined" position. Magee went immediately to see 
Acting Dean of the University Delmar Gibbs. He 
returned with the firm assurance that I would be eligible 
to be hired for the Department of Sociology and 
Anthropology's "redefined" position. I took Dr. Magee 
at this word and signed the contract but I would not 
have signed without this assurance. 
Without any forewarning, on November 15, 1973, 
I received the following letter from Dr. Tim Hansen, 
Chairman of the Professional Standards Committee: 
"A subcommittee of the Professional Standards 
Committee has met with President Phibbs and Dean 
Davis to clarify the terms of your 1973-74 contract. 
-My interpretation of the contract last spring was 
correct. It is a terminal contract, period. It is construed 
by the Administration, Trustees, and Professional 
Standards Committee as a contract between the 
University and you and superior to your relationship to 
the Sociology Department. The University thus issued a 
terminal contract with no possibility of reappointment 
for 1974-75. 
"As you know, appeal procedures within the 
Faculty Code and general practices have now been 
exhausted. There are no further remedies available 
within the University. I can only assure you that no one 
is willing to change his mind." 
This letter, first, appears designed to leave me no 
alternatives at the University of Puget Sound. Second, 
this letter is a totally different interpretation of my 
contract from that the Professional Standards 
Committee gave me last spring. Further, it is contrary to 
the Dean's assurance transmitted to me by Professor 
Magee. (In a recent personal conversation, Magee 
informs me that he "can't recall the details" of his 
conversation with Gibbs, in which the latter assured me  
that I was eligible for rehire). Third, through this letter 
the Professional Standards Committee has become 
merely an instrument of the administration. This, of 
course, means that the Professional Standards 
Committee can no longer serve as an appeal board for 
faculty members wronged by the administration. In a 
larger sense, neither Hansen or Magee are to be blamed, 
for they are only being used by the administration 
which, playing on their insecurities and fears, is now 
trying to work its will through representative bodies of 
our faculty. This kind of "cooperation" between the 
Professional Standards Committee and the 
administration will, I think, not be the last this year. I 
wanted to let the University community know about 
this particular instance. A much larger fight than mine is 
brewing between our faculty and the administration. I 
can personally only hope that the faculty will not let the 
administration turn us into monsters to prey on each 
other. 
Jerry Kunz 
Sociology Department 
Letter from Greece 
Editor's note: Dr. Frank Cousens, of the English 
Department, is leading a fall semester abroad to Rome 
and Athens. This postcard was sent to Dr. LeRoy Annis 
by Dr. Cousens shortly after the group arrived in Athens. 
We arrived in Athens to a barrage of machine gun 
fire, tear gas clouds, martial law, marching troops, 
fleeing students, and nervous police. The anti-American 
feeling among the young runs high. Several Greeks told 
me that Greece is an occupied country (not soldiers, just 
American capital). Alas, the helicopters that circle 
overhead and the gas canisters that fall at our feet all say 
"Made in U.S.A." Perhaps their untutored intuition is 
not all that wrong. One knot of Greek students we 
encountered got very hostile when they learned that we 
were American; it might have gotten very nasty had I 
not thought to mention that I had studied under 
Papandreion's son at U.C. Berkeley—then all was 
sweetness and light. We met Eugene McCarthy in Rome. 
He said, "Congress would let poor Richard rule for 
another three years if he'd stay off TV ." Saw the 
TRAIL. Good luck. [A reference to Annis' civil suit 
against the City of Tacoma.] 
Dr. Frank Cousens 
It's student-cheating time 
by Leroy Ostransky 
Whoever first said, "Crime 
doesn't pay," must have been a 
comedian looking for an easy 
laugh. No criminal with half a 
brain in his head believes it, be-
cause it isn't true. 
What doesn't pay, obviously, is 
to get caught. But even this has 
to be qualified. 
We read about a bank presi-
dent who embezzles a million 
dollars and is given a suspended 
sentence. We read about corpora-
tions which conned the public out 
of millions of dollars, and when 
found guilty, are fined, say, 
$50,000. 
We read about tax evaders—
Agnew being only the most 
prominent—who get away with 
paying only a pittance compared 
with the amounts they got away 
with. 
And now crime, of a special 
sort, has come to the academic 
community. This is the time of 
year when college students all 
over the country are getting 
ready to prepare the essays, 
short papers and term papers 
necessary for them to get good  
grades in their classes. And this 
is the time of year when students 
with a penchant for cheating, 
fraud, deception, trickery—you 
name it—discover that the moral 
crime of submitting someone 
else's work as your own does in-
deed pay off. 
Helping such students do their 
thing is the job^of a number of 
far-flung organizations—some lo-
cal and small, and others that op-
erate on a national scale. One of 
the largest of these helping-hand 
organizations is the National Re-
search Bank of California. 
Founded by a couple of guys 
with obviously impeccable moral 
standards, the NRB will sell you 
a paper suitable for turning in to 
your professor (who is clearly so 
befuddled that he is not able to 
tell the difference between Mad 
Magazine and the New Testa-
ment). According to the official 
NRB catalog, the term-paper 
mill "was founded with the ob-
jective of making high-quality re-
search materials available to 
ALL college students, by offering  
them for sale at prices all stu-
dents could afford." 
The catalog lists between 1,500 
and 2,000 titles of papers, with a 
brief description of the contents 
of each paper. 
About 30 major subject cate-
gories are covered—all the way 
from African Studies to Sociol-
ogy—with special emphasis on 
those fields where professors 
usually require papers. 
The price of any paper is $1.50 
a page, or $20 for the entire 
manuscript—whichever is 
cheaper. A page is a copy—prob-
ably Xeroxed—of a typewritten, 
double-spaced original. 
As a special inducement to col-
lege kids with limited funds, 
pages containing footnotes and 
bibliographies are FREE. 
On the other hand, the NRB 
will accept only money orders or 
cashier's checks. No personal 
checks are accepted. (Who can 
blame them? Would you accept a 
personal check from someone or-
dering a deck of marked cards?) 
Papers are delivered in two or 
three days, and the NRB main-
tains special business hours so 
you can call them from anywhere 
in the country during lowered 
'telephone rate hours. In-
cidentally, to show you that their 
heart is in the right place their 
catalog states that it is "printed 
on recycled paper." 
Okay. Your stupid Psych prof 
has had the nerve to ask you to 
write a five-page paper on either. 
Freud, Jung, Adler or B. F. Skin-
ner. 
Right. You turn to the catalog.  
Let's see—Psychology—Generai. 
Ahhh. Here we are. Item number 
one: "JUNG'S CONTRIBUTION 
TO PSYCHO-ANALYTIC THE-
ORY"—a review of Jung's theo-
ries, dealing specifically with his 
emphasis on the religious experi-
ence, the collective unconscious 
and the healthy personality. 6 
pages ($9).' 
Or how about "B. F. SKIN-
NER: 'BEYOND FREEDOM 
AND DIGNITY'—this is an 
analysis of Skinner's book, which 
poses the doctrine of behav-
iorisin. The main thesis of the 
book is that the autonomous man 
is an imaginary construct. 5 
pages ($7.50)." 
For those dumb Religion profs. 
how about a 14-page paper on Ec-
clesiastes, or 10 pages on Reli-
gious Commitment, or 20 pages 
on the Influence of Judaism on 
Christianity? And so it goes. 
The whole NRB shtick is more 
sickening than Watergate and re-
lated obscenities, but are there 
enough voices to be raised so it 
can be changed? Or are the out-
raged sounds just another cry in 
the wilderness? 
Students will continue to turn 
in work provided by the NRB as 
their own, and more often than 
not be well-paid for their im-
moral act, while the good kids 
plod along, thinking there is 
some special reward for honesty, 
integrity and study. I think I'll 
take a look at the catalog to see 
whether the NRB sells any pa-
pers on the subject of "Irony"; 
there ought to be a big market in 
that, right? 
NOTES 
and comment 
Editor's note: The following is one of UPS 
Professor LeRoy Ostransky's Tacoma News Tribune 
columns, which he publishes every Sunday. In part, our 
reprinting of this particular article represents a protest 
against all the term paper firms which have persistently 
bothered us for ad space. 
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Nancy Dowling 
Michael Rocchi with Living-Learn in students. 
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'Lively learners' emerge from CBC 
by Alan Smith 
The story of Commencement 
Bay Campus—UPS' first and 
most innovative "commune," I 
am told—is a nearly forgotten 
one now. Created just a few 
short years ago, now it is 
recalled only by those faculty 
members who were here during 
its bloom and by the odd 
handful of student/scholars who 
never seem to leave the 
University of Puget Sound. 
Ostensibly, CBC was set up as 
a sort of campus away from 
campus, where gifted, interested 
or, as one former CBC'er has 
suggested, just plain "weird" 
students lived to pursue an 
education more or less of their 
own making. 
But, 	 in 	 time, the 
Commencement Bay Campus, 
which was located on the 
grounds of a former Catholic 
school on Stevens and 41st 
streets overlooking the Puget 
Sound, produced a spirit of 
"living and learning" together 
which was to provide the 
impetus for a new and 
invigorating style of academics 
on the main campus. 
For when the CBC program 
wound down in 1970-71 for 
financial and other reasons, 
some of the people who were 
out there came on campus to 
stay. And they brought with 
them the intellectual curiosity 
and the maturity that are the 
two necessary ingredients for the 
student/scholar who is out to 
make an impact in a political, 
social world. 
Some CBC'ers, like Brooks 
Hull and Wes Jordan, went into 
student government and related 
activities. Some transferred to 
Evergreen. A certain percentage 
dropped out of school 
altogether. And others, like 
Nancy Dowling and Michael 
Rocchi, a young master's 
candidate at the time, elected to 
continue, in so far as could be 
possible, the tradition of CBC on 
the main campus. 
Their dedication to the 
"living-learning" concept of 
education, under the 
grandfathering of Dr. Frank 
Cousens, then a recent and 
promising addition to the 
English Department faculty, led 
to the creation of the 
Living-Learning Program in the 
fall of 1971. 
Despite the success of the 
CBC experiment and the 
enthusiasm of Cousens and his 
appointed graduate assistant, Jan 
Sutherland, the first attempt to 
create a sound program on 
campus fell somewhat short of 
its goals. 
As I remember from my own 
brief involvement with the 
program, in fact, it was a 
disaster. 
FLOUNDERING 
First of all, no credit was 
offered for the extensive work  
required to keep up with the 
discussions. And because the 
students had four other classes 
to worry about—in the first 
semester of their college 
experience, no less—they simply 
failed to keep up with the 
reading. Thirdly, Cousens had 
his group tackling difficult 
works that required a great deal 
of patience and effort. And 
finally, the group was frankly a 
little too interested in parties to 
get into the intellectual swing of 
things. 
But 	 last year, the 
Living-Learning Program was 
shifted to the other side of 
campus, to Regester Hall. The 
program was more closely allied 
with a course in readings in 
humanities (Humanities 200), 
and was able to offer one unit of 
credit. 
GREAT BOOKS 
In addition, the campus 
language houses fell under the 
tutelage of Living-Learning. 
A new group of freshman 
scholars was chosen by a 
" h i gh-potential, low-achiever" 
mixed with "high-potential, 
high-achiever" formula devised 
by Dr. Robert Albertson, and 
the Living-Learning Program got 
its first breath of good air. 
Nancy Dowling, who worked 
closely with the program last 
year, said that "in retrospect, it 
went very well." The group of 
"lively learners," as Dr. 
Albertson has called them, was 
well-diversified and intelligent, 
she said. 
Doug Kleiner, who lived on 
the third floor of Regester with 
the students, expressed surprise 
to Dowling when he 
commented: "They've all got 
their doors closed, stereos off, 
and they're studying!" 
It was Kleiner, a dynamic 
Jewish atheist, who did much to 
stimulate the students 
intellectually. The story is told 
of one of last year's students, 
Karen Huffman, that because 
she knew Kleiner worked with 
the local rabbi every week and 
participated in Jewish religious 
ceremonies,  it came as a 
complete shock to her when he 
calmly announced one evening 
that he was, and always had 
been, an atheist. 
"It was that dualism [of 
Kleiner's] that got them to 
thinking," Dowling explained. 
Living-Learning students, 
during the course of a year, 
"read and study three selections 
from each of five historical 
eras—the classical, medieval, and 
contemporary periods, 
generally—and take an 
examination on this reading," 
the Humanities 200 course 
description reads. 
"Works on the reading list 
have been selected because they 
have helped to state the 
humanities 'position' and have 
aided humanists in discovering 
the 'ultimately significant' in  
their culture." 
The 15 works are read 
independently by students and 
are chosen from a wide selection 
of 60 or 70 possibilities. 
Ideally, spontaneous 
discussions will burst forth each 
time two or more 
Living-Learning students 
congregate. Last year, Dowling 
said, discussion groups often 
would be going on into the wee 
hours of the morning. 
Once a week, an informal 
Sunday evening discussion is 
arranged, often with a guest 
speaker. On these occasions 
students meet with their faculty 
leader/director, who this year is 
Michael Rocchi, and kick about 
ideas which are sparked by the 
readings. 
According to Dowling, who is 
a teacher's assistant working 
with the Living-Learning and 
language house programs, "We 
explore the historical, social, 
political and philosophical 
assumptions behind not only 
each work, but each 
chronological period—what 
those 15 works have in common, 
and the effect that those works 
has on us as human beings." 
This year's batch of 
freshmen, she said, is about 
one-half the size of last year's. 
She described the newcomers as 
"noisier" and, "as a group, more 
religious." 
Dowling cautiously pointed 
out the interesting conflict 
which arises when the religious 
tradition—which provides 
answers—meets the intellectual 
tradition—which raises 
questions. 
She suggested that together 
with last year's returning 
students, this year's more or less 
religiously oriented group makes 
for a situation that is challenging 
to individuals, intellectually and 
personally. 
The religious students—who 
number United Methodists, 
fundamentalists, a Jew, 
Christian Scientists, and 
others—are not asked to test 
their faith against some bland 
form of atheistic stupidity, as 
was Joe in the film "Johnny Got 
His Gun" this weekend. 
Rather they are challenged to 
sharpen their intellectual 
commitments to better 
understanding exactly what their 
personal beliefs mean to them in 
a world of diverse religious and 
philosophical viewpoints. 
In turn, the non-theistic 
students are urged to soften 
their cynicism enough to be able 
to place in perspective religions 
and systems of thinking which 
are alien to them, and so 
represent gaps in their 
intellectual development. 
HUMANIST APPROACH 
A quick glance at the group's 
activities so far this semester 
serve to demonstrate this 
"humanist" approach. For 
example, the first subject 
broached this year was the 
philosophy of education as 
suggested by the Greek 
philosopher Plato in his greatest 
work, The Republic. 
Although unsure of 
themselves at first, the students 
were eventually led to the 
startling conclusion that, if what 
Plato has to say about education 
and truth is true, then it is very 
possible that the true educator 
(the individual who leads the 
blind out of the cave) could be 
killed or at least seriously 
opposed by those he means to 
enlighten. 
Jumping from the classical 
period to the twentieth century, 
the students began reading B.F. 
Skinner's Beyond Freedom and 
Dignity, the loved and hated 
work of behavioral psychology 
which seeks to define human 
behavior in a rational, scientific 
manner, much in the same way 
Plato hinted at several hundred 
years before Christ. 
Following Skinner, who strips 
a way the last vestiges of 
Judeo-Christian "freedom and 
dignity," came the medieval 
spiritualist St. Thomas Kempis  
and his universally popular 
Imitation of Christ. Kempis 
wrote that men, if they would 
follow the ways of Christ, must 
deny themselves and all worldly 
possessions, and adore only the 
Savior and his Word. 
Next on the reading list was 
The Art of Courtly Love, again 
written by a medievalist, but 
dealing this time with the 
delightful topic of chivalry and 
courtly love, which might be 
defined as the secret and 
frustrating love of a woman 
other than one's wife. 
In addition to these four 
works, the group has dealt with 
Sartre, Euripedes, and Heller's 
Catch-22 and has debated 
concepts of art and literary 
criticism. 
Great books to be considered 
include all areas of human 
learning: art, philosophy, 
science, history, psychology, and 
politics. 
In this way, Dowling 
explained, "students 
representing different disciplines 
(they range from English to 
occupational therapy to religion 
to chemistry and physics) will 
find out what they have in 
common." 
Instead of turning into 
intellectual monoliths within 
their own chosen fields, they 
will have the point of view of 
several fields. 
The idea, according to 
second-year student Brian 
Johnson, is to get people to 
"grow up in some sense—usually 
intellectually." 
LANGUAGE STUDY 
But the Regester Hall 
program is only half of the 
Living-Learning story since the 
scene first shifted to the main 
campus. There are three thriving 
language houses—Ofelt (French 
and some Japanese), Hammond 
(Spanish and German), and 
Corner Cottage (German and 
French). 
Language students—both 
majors and non-majors—live in 
these houses in order to speak  
their "target language" with one 
another. 
Foreign language 
conversations are held every 
week. Faculty members and 
graduate students help out. But 
mostly, students just make a 
point of speaking in foreign 
tongues. 
Those who are fluent in one 
language may help another 
student, who will in turn tutor 
the ,first student in a second 
foreign language. Jacqueline 
Boswell, for example, is fluent in 
Japanese and teaches that 
language to the same individuals 
who are helping her with 
French. 
Many of the students are 
studying more than one 
language, and some know 
several. Marla Rowan is one of 
those. In addition to French, 
Spanish, and Italian, she has 
dabbled in Samoan and Chinese. 
Dowling knows German, 
French, Spanish, some Italian 
and the basics of Latin. 
Rocchi, who also serves as 
director of the language house 
program, was born in Italy, 
educated in France, a resident of 
Egypt and an immigrant to the 
United States, and is fluent in all 
four languages. 
Rocchi said anyone is 
welcomed to contact one of the 
language houses to obtain 
tutoring in a foreign language. 
So for the most part, the 
spirit of CBC is alive and thriving 
on the main campus, although 
embodied in a different form. 
And the "intellectually curious 
or curiously intellectual," as the 
students at CBC were once 
called, are engaged in a very 
different type of learning that 
may one day have a significant 
impact upon academics at the 
University of Puget Sound. 
At least that is the hope of 
the program's new director, who 
sees the program fitting neatly 
into the scheme of this 
university's supposed 
re-orientation toward a more 
stimulating and sound academic 
life. 
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Titans need plugs 
Now that basketball season is upon us, a plug for an 
excellent, but largely unheralded, basketball program is in order. 
I'm speaking of the Tacoma Community College Titans. 
Over the last three years, TCC has contributed four excellent 
ballplayers to the Loggers - guys by the name of Ron Oughton, Bruce 
Larsen, and now Tom Williams (who has scored 35 points for UPS in 
two games) and Conrad Lewis. 
Community college ball goes unnoticed most of the time. 
Perhaps that is only natural. For the community college program is 
stuck in between the "name" university brand of basketball and the 
"rah rah", support-your-old-team, high school brand. It's kind of in 
the same position as Triple A baseball or semi-pro football. 
And some people would argue that it is really not that 
worthwhile or exciting to go see players who are the equivalent of a 
junior varsity team. 
But that is where they are wrong. Community colleges play 
a highly developed, fast-paced, and entertaining brand of ball. Rightly 
or wrongly, they have developed recruiting programs and most 
community college teams are equal to or better than the best junior 
varsity squad. 
TCC is a case in point. A few years ago, when the current 
Logger varsity stars were junior varsity players, they played a 
two-game set with TCC. They managed to win both, but only by a 
razor-thin margin. And that Logger junior varsity team was about as 
good as they come! 
Or take last year, for example. The University of Washington 
had an excellent freshman team. Yet it could manage only a split of 
their two-game series with Tacoma. 
By now, you're probably wanting to know a little bit about 
the Tacoma Titans. 
The Titans are coached by Don Moseid, who, incidentally, is 
a former UPS Logger and one of the top players in this school's 
history. The list of accomplishments Moseid and his Titans have piled 
up in the last few years is, to say the least, impressive. 
They have become "perennials" at the state championship 
tournament, appearing for about the last seven years in a row. Their 
record over the past three years has been a glittering 72 wins, 15 losses 
(including a 26-3 record in 1971 when they won the state title). 
As I have stated before, community colleges play a high 
caliber brand of ball with high caliber players. If you need proof and 
don't remember Oughton and Larsen, take a look at Tommy Williams 
or Conrad Lewis the next time the Loggers are at home. 
And the next time UPS is on the road and you feel like 
attending a basketball game, why not try the Tacoma Community 
College Titans for an exciting evening of sports action? 
Melts in your mouth... 
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Coach may have to lower sights 
It may be the season to be 
jolly. But for now, the subject is 
daffodils. 
Portland State, Western 
Washington, and Fresno State 
will invade the fieldhouse this 
weekend to help the Loggers 
stage the annual Daffodil Classic. 
Of the three schools, neither 
Portland State nor Western 
appear to be in the position to 
block the Loggers' bid to regain 
the tournament crown. 
The Loggers, as you might 
recall, met Long Beach in the 
championship tilt last year and 
were thrashed 102-70. 
Portland State has three 
lettermen back to anchor this 
year's squad. The Vikings have 
lost the services of last season's 
leading scorer, Leo Franz. Ed 
Buchanan, a 6-3 forward guard, 
will supply the brunt of the 
Viking scoring attack. Buchanan  
averaged 12 points and six 
rebounds a game in 1972. 
Charles Channel, a 6-foot 
sophomore who showed some 
promise last year, also returns. 
They will be joined by three 
second-team, all-state junior 
college players from California: 
James Mason, who stands 6-5, 
6-5 Ken Cobb, and 6-2 Frank 
Williams. 
Western Washington also lost 
its leading scorer of last year, 
Mike Franz. The Vikings return 
seven lettermen this season. 
However, only Dick Bissel, a 6-5 
forward, and 6-1 Chuck Price 
were consistent starters. 
Coach Chuck Randall's squad 
landed an excellent ballplayer 
with the acquisition of 6-6 Chris 
Brown. Brown was a top player 
on the talented Bellevue 
Community College team last 
season and can add much to the  
by Dann Tillinghast 
Basketball Coach Don Zech 
had set a goal of 75 points for 
minimum Logger offensive 
output for each game. 
But the Loggers showed they 
will have to go some to achieve 
even that many points, as they 
fell to Chico State 76 to 59. 
Obviously showing the effects 
of the loss of Curt Peterson, UPS 
was outrebounded and outshot 
by the Wildcats. 
The first part of the game was 
close, with the lead changing 
hands numerous times. Chico 
State pulled away at the end of 
the half to lead 33-25. The 
Western attack. 
Little is known about Fresno 
State, but the Loggers have 
always seemed to have their 
hands full with California teams. 
Fresno has beaten Texas Tech 
this season. 
Puget Sound will hopefully 
have the services of big Curt 
Peterson for the tourney. The 
tall and multi-talented center, 
whose absence from the lineup 
has crippled the Logger scoring 
attack, did not make the trip to 
California. At press time, it was 
uncertain whether his back 
injury would permit him to play 
in the tournament or, indeed, for 
the rest of the season. 
First-round pairings will have 
Fresno State facing Portland 
State at 7 p.m. and UPS battling 
Western in the late game. 
The tournament will be 
broadcast live over KTNT Radio. 
Loggers shot a frigid 25% in the 
first half. 
Puget Sound pulled to within 
33-29 early in the second half. 
That was as close as they were to 
come, however, as the Wildcats 
scored eight straight points and 
were on their way to victory. 
Eric Christianson played an 
outstanding game for Chico, 
blocking numerous Logger shots. 
But it was the lack of any kind 
of offense or board strength that 
most hampered UPS. 
For the third straight game, 
Puget Sound had only two 
players in the double figures. 
Tommy Williams and Conrad 
T.ewis led the Loggers with 12  
and 10 points respectively. 
The loss left UPS with a 1-2 
season mark. 
LONG BEACH 
Somebody should tell the 
49'ers that the football season is 
over. 
The Long Beach State 49'ers, 
that is. 
Wielding a front line that 
many quaterbacks would dearly 
like to have for protection, the 
nation's twelfth-ranked team 
outmuscled and outclassed UPS 
84-55. 
That front line, consisting of 
Leonard Gray (6-8, 235 
pounds), Roscoe Pondexter (6-8, 
235 pounds), and Clifford 
Pondexter (6-7, 235 pounds), 
accounted for 49 points, almost 
as many as the entire Logger 
team. In addition, they grabbed 
34 rebounds, again almost as 
many as the entire Logger total 
of 45. 
UPS stayed within 10 points 
for much of the first half and 
moved to within nine on an Eric 
Walker jumper with 1:22 
remaining. 
The Loggers simply wore 
down, however, as the game 
progressed and they had to 
battle the 49'ers musclemen. 
Tom Williams led the Loggers 
with 18 points and Fred Cain, 
the only other Logger in double 
figures, chipped in 12. The 
Pondexter brothers led Long 
Beach with 35 points between 
them. 
AUSTRALIA 
Puget Sound opened the 
season on a happy note, with a 
76-49 thrashing of the 
Australian National Champions. 
The speedy, defense-minded 
Loggers proved to be too much 
for the taller, but tired, 
Australians, who are touring the 
United States. 
A tight man-to-man defense 
by the Loggers forced 19 
turnovers by the visitors in the 
first half. Australia went the first 
11 minutes without a field goal, 
coming up with only four 
free-throws. 
UPS shot a cold 39% for the 
game but outrebounded the 
taller Australians 42-40. 
Fred Cain and Tommy 
Williams were the only two 
Loggers in double figures, with 
24 and 16 points respectively. 
Sam May had a game high of 14 
rebounds. 
Season may be jolly, 
but subject is daffodils 
    
• 
MACRAME 
LESSONS & SUPPLIES 
MS. MAC'S 
MACRAME SHOP 
840 So. 78th St. 
Open 1-4:30 p.m. 
Tues.-Sat. 
Call GR2-2012 anytime 
 
STUDENT — FACULTY 10% SAVINGS 
Watches $10.95 up 	 Gift Certificates 
Rings $14.95 up 	 Fenton glass giftware 
Diamonds 
	 Free ear-piercing with purchase 
Nationally known Brands 
	 All repairs done on premise 
Charms 	 Credit welcome 
Bracelets 	 Hours: 10-6 Mon.—Sat. 
Our 28th year 	 SK9-4242 
SCHAEFFER'S JEWELERS C. M. W. 
Your north end jeweler 	 3811 No. 26th at Proctor 
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HOURS: 
10 to 6 Daily 
and Saturday 
Mom. and Fri. 'til 9 
Proctor 
SHOE REPAIR 
38171/2 North 2611i 
Slinifc,'" i — 
JUST COLD BEER & 
THE BEST PIZZA 
Clover Leaf Tavern 
t430 6th AV 	 LO 4-7788 3205 6th AVE 
SK9-3450 
Checks accepted 
Gamiest Credit 
STUDENT & FACULTY 
DISCOUNTS 
WATCHES 
	 DIAMONDS 
WEDDING RINGS 	 PROMISE RINGS 
EARS PIERCED FREE 	 ENGRAVINGS 
JEWELRY AND WATCH REPAIR 
Et RIZITM Fl rl - CFI F F 
E1.11 LE R 
, 2721 NORTH PEARL 	 752-7741 	 WESTGATE CENTER 
SOCCER 
Pacific Lutheran defeated the 
UPS soccer team 3-0 last 
weekend in a match at PLU. The 
win was the Lutes' eighth in 
fourteen games. 
The match concluded the 
season for both squads. 
DAFFODIL 
Puget Sound's appearance in 
the Daffodil Classic will open a 
In recent intramural bowling 
action at 6th Avenue Lanes, the 
Theta Chi Bowlers completely 
dominated the ten-team 
competition. The four-man team 
of Hugh Barrett, Evan Campbell, 
Bob Thomas, and Rick Bass 
compiled 3,951 pms in six 
games. Campbell had individual 
high game (219) and series 
(1,036), with a 173 average. The 
second-place SAE's were led by 
Rodd Nichols (172 average). 
Steve Ward, of The Schtuping 
Gang bowled a 217 to help his 
team finish third. Final standings 
for bowling: 
Theata Chi, 3,971; SAE, 
3,649; Schtuping Gang, 3,474; 
Kappa Sig, 3,457; DB Hoopers, 
3,375; Todd, 3,244; Beta, 3,092; 
Sigma Nu, 3,014; Butler's 
Bowlers, 2,987; and Phi Delta, 
1,826. 
In the race for the all-school 
trophy, the SAE's have a slim 
lead over the Betas. Total points 
	voolloommomm, 
"DOWN AT 
THE HEELS?" 
SEE 
string of five straight home 
games for the Loggers. UPS will 
face two Daffodil opponents, 
Sacramento State, Montana, and 
Whittier, in the two-week period 
before semester break. 
TOP LOGGERS 
Mark Conrad was the Logger 
football team's leading scorer for 
1973. Conrad had 35 points 
after touchdown and seven field 
goals for a total of 56 points. 
are determined by overall finish 
in each intramural sport plus 
attendance at weekly IM 
meetings. 
Standings through November 
19: SAE, 81; Beta, 78; Theta 
Chi, 74; Schtuping Gang, 69; 
Sigma Nu, 63; Todd, 60; Smith 
Hoopers, 44; Phi Delts, 27; 
Kappa Sig, 20; Alii, 18. 
December 8 
December 14* 
December 15* 
January 4* 
January 5* 
January 10 
January 10 
January 12* 
January 17* 
January 18* 
January 19* 
January 23 
January 25-26 
February 1 
February 2 
February 2* 
February 7* 
February 16 
February 16 
March 1-2 
*Home matches 
Other Logger pace setters 
included: Don Rinta, 548 yards 
rushing; Paul Dillon, 28 
receptions for 375 yards; Bill 
Linnenkohl, 5 pass 
interceptions; and Robin Hill 
11.8 punt return average. 
SWIMMING 
Todd Hall will defend their 
swimming title next Thursday, 
Dec. 13 at 4 p.m. All living 
groups are invited to compete. 
Sign up with your intramural 
representative. Rosters should be 
turned in on Monday, Dec. 10 at 
noon in the ASB Annex. 
Spectators are welcome to 
attend. Admission is free. 
WRESTLING 
Coach Del Rossberg's 
wrestling team began this season 
where they left off last year with 
a 30-15 victory over Linfield last 
Saturday. 
The Loggers' only pin came 
in the 190-pound weight 
division. Two matches ended in 
forfeit victories for UPS. Next 
outing for the team is the Pacific 
University tournament 
tomorrow. 
1111110•111.1%.....0411S 	 ...111111111.6011111••• 011111111111111111111*_ 111L...-11111M 
...not in your hand. 
Swimming Schedule 
December 7-9 	 at UW Husky Invitational 
January 8* 	 PLU 
January 12 	 at Simon Fraser 
January 17 	 at Central 
January 19* 	 Portland State 
British Columbia 
January 25 	 at Chico State 
January 26 	 at cal State Hayward 
January 30 	 at Highline 
February 2 	 at PLU 
February 8 	 at Cal State Humboldt 
February 9 	 at Southern Oregon 
February 15* 
	
Central 
February 21-23 
	
N.W. College Championships 
at Highline 
March 21-23 
	
NCAA Div II Championships 
at Long Beach, California 
*home meet 
	
coach: Don Duncan 
DICTIONARIES 
WEBSTER 
Library size 1973 edition, brand new, 
still in box. 
COST NEW $45.00 
WILL SELL FOR $15 
Deduct 10% on orders of 6 or more 
MAKE CHECKS 
PAYABLE TO 
DICTIONARY LIQUIDATION 
AND MAIL TO 
THE U.P.S. TRAIL 
1500 NO. WARNER 
BOX 105 
TACOMA, WA. 98416 
C.O.D. ORDERS ENCLOSE $1.00 GOOD WILL 
DEPOSIT. PAY BALANCE PLUS C.O.D. SHIP-
PING ON DELIVERY. BE SATISFIED ON IN-
SPECTION OR RETURN GOODS WITHIN 10 
DAYS FOR FULL REFUND. NO DEALERS, 
EACH VOLUME SPECIFICALLY STAMPED 
NOT FOR RESALE. 
PLEASE ADD $1.25 POSTAGE AND HAND-
LING. 
Tidbits: 
PLU soccer team whips Loggers 
Theta Chi Bowlers emerge 
victors in competition 
Wrestling Schedule 
at Pacific U. Tourney 
Cal State Bakersfield 
Pacific U. 
Oregon College 
Eastern Washington 
at Lewis & Clark 
at Columbia Christian 
Cal State Humboldt 
Oregon Tech 
Warner Pacific 
Simon Fraser 
at Southern Oregon 
at San Francisco State Tourney 
at Western 
at Seattle Pacific 
San Francisco State 
PLU 
Warner Pacific at Simon Fraser 
Simon Fraser 
at NCAA Div II Nationals Cal State Fullerton 
Coach: Del Rossberg 
..11111. 
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Gary Richardson, Richard Riner, and Dianne Winslow star in "The Subject Was Roses." 
'Subject Was Roses' opens today 
IN TACOMA IT 2803 6TH AVE., 383-1797 IN LAKE WOOD 	 6007 100'S.W., 584-5881 
REKON I ZE 
HOT BOD? 
I'm THAT LOVEABLE 
EMBODIMENT OF CULINARY 
DELIGHT comE 70 DELIVER 
5 PIZZA TO YOU! 
.grame 
Ilm5. MTN. IINk I guit-=-DrizArrunr 
/
HEY 
HUMAN/ 
YES Faxs,WHEN 
YOU WANT VITAL 
VITTLES DELIVERED 
TO YOUR DCOR .3,140T 
CALL MR PIZZA 
AT PIZZA HAVEN, 
AND NEU. DO 
THE JOB / 
 ) 
pizza haven 
AY... AREN'T YOU... FOR THE LOVE OF PIZZA / 
r 
Anderson calls Ice Age 
first energy crisis 
Campus Flicks to present 
British 'Blow-Up' tonight 
frustration. 
On Tuesday, Dec. 11, 
Campus Films will present the 
1968 French film "Belle de 
Jour" at 7 and 9 p.m. in Mc006. 
It deals with some of 
"Blow-Up's" concerns and with 
others of its own. 
Director Luis Bunuel focuses 
on a beautiful young wife 
(played by Catharine Deneuve) 
who cannot relate sexually to 
her handsome surgeon husband. 
She is eventually driven by her 
neutrotic needs to spend 
afternoons working in a brothel. 
Encompassing reality and 
fantasy dreams, Buneul paints a 
stylish portrait of insights into 
the strange nature of man and 
society. The contemporary Paris 
of the young, beautiful people is 
captured in exquisite color and 
technique. 
charged 1965 Pulitzer 
Prize-winning play, will be 
presented by the University of 
Puget Sound's Inside Theatre 
by John Black 
Tonight and Saturday night, 
Campus Films is presenting the 
popular 1 966 British film 
'--"Blow-Up." It will play at 6 and 
8:30 p.m. in Mc006. 
David Hemmings portrays a 
young  photographer drifting 
through the swinging 
world-culture of London. He is 
confused and indifferent in a 
society which is modishly garish, 
but intellectually shallow. 
Hemmings' photographer is 
mainly preoccupied with the 
coldness of his craft. When 
confronted by a human 
emotional experience, he 
reduces all feelings to a 
"blow-up" process, hoping that 
his camera can see more than his 
mind. 
Finally, the photographer 
leaves his cloistered world and 
begins to expand upon his 
blow-up, seeing things that are 
not really there. Reality and 
fantasy become gradually 
interinterchangeable. 
"Blow-Up" is largely credited 
to the efforts of Michelangelo 
Antonioni. Antonioni had some 
success with earlier works 
(particularly "L'Aventura" and 
'The Red Desert"). But 
"Blow-Up" is considered by 
many to be his finest effort. 
One trademark of Antonioni 
is his use of color to suggest 
philosophical ideas. His tones are 
brighter than in most other 
directors' works. In "Blow-Up," 
the heightened color tones of 
London visually mirror the 
photographer's intense, perhaps 
se I f-conscious, perception of 
reality. 
One of the film's highlights 
features David Hemmings taking 
-•• pictures of a model. He pretends 
sexual excitement, stimulating 
and straddling the girl while he 
does his work. When she is 
aroused to the condition he 
desires, he walks away 
unimpassioned,  leaving her 
•"" squirming on the floor. 
"Blow-Up" can be viewed as 
a murder mystery, a fast-moving 
glimpse of mod London, 
juxtapositioning of reality and 
surreality, or as a portrait of 
sexual competence and 
Calling the Ice Age the first 
great energy crisis, Geology 
Professor Dr. Norm Anderson 
presented  Monday a witty 
lecture/slide show dealing with 
the effects of the Ice Age on two 
Pacific Northwest locations. The 
professor was speaking at the 
December Daedalus Society 
meeting at President Phibbs' 
home. 
Anderson, a geomorphologist 
(one interested in land forms), is 
also a "Friend of the 
Pleistocene." 
The Pleistocene, one of the 
more recent epochs in geologic 
time, has been much maligned, 
Anderson claimed. 
"Some geologists study hard 
rocks (igneous and metamorphic 
rocks),. some study soft rocks 
(sandstone), and then there are 
some of us who study what is 
commonly known as," he 
paused, "dirt." 
The burst of laughter that 
followed was ample explanation 
for why the Friends of the 
Pleistocene have banded 
together for protection. 
On the serious side, the Ice 
Age has provided an honest 
excuse for a variety of 
disciplines to attack a common 
problem Geochemists, 
oceanographers, biologists, 
paleontologists, zoologists, 
archaeologists, and 
anthropologists have all made 
contributions to the 
understanding of the minimum 
of four cold and four warm 
events that occurred world-wide 
300,000 to 3 million years ago, 
Anderson maintained. 
Some of the problems a 
person interested in the Ice Age 
might attack are: What started 
the climactic cold spell? Why 
was it repetitive? When will the 
next climactic crisis occur? Are 
we entering such a crisis now? 
There is some evidence that 
rainfall is moving south. The 
Sahara Desert is increasing in 
some places as much as 30 miles 
a year. This could be the biggest 
shift in climate in 300 years, 
Anderson said. 
The two areas examined in 
various slides were the Snake 
River Plain near Boise, Idaho, 
and the Puget Sound Lowlands. 
Although only 500-600 miles 
apart, the areas are quite 
different. 
"The Snake River Plain was 
ice-free and frequented by 
volcanic activity during the 
Pleistocene while the Puget 
Sound Lowland was covered 
with glaciers and had no great 
volcanism. The Snake River 
Plain is quite arid and, as we all 
know, the Puget Sound 
Lowlands are quite humid," 
Anderson explained. 
The one thing the two regions 
have in common is that there has 
been little deformation. That is, 
layers of earth have not been 
exposed which makes looking 
for various strata difficult, he 
said. 
The one exception is where 
hills have been cut into for 
highways, but now with the 
clamor from environmentalists 
to plant things on these cuts to 
keep them from eroding, even 
these will be gone. 
"It is a moral crime to cover 
exposed layers of earth with 
grass," Anderson joked. 
Anderson contrasted the two 
areas in slides, pointing out 
marks in the earth that indicate 
volcanic and glacial activity. 
The next Daedalus Society 
meeting will be January 21. 
David Smith, assistant professor 
of history, will speak on 
"women and children employed 
in coal mines: an aspect of the 
culture of poverty in England." 
Kittredge hosts 
two art shows 
by Jocelyn Potter 
Two eye-arresting shows of 
student art are the current 
exhibits in Kittredge Gallery. 
The two shows, student work in 
the main gallery and a B. A. 
exhibit in the Fireplace Room, 
show what stuff UPS' resident 
artists are made of. 
Jerry Allen, noted sculptor, 
definitely steals the show. His 
work "Torso" has to be one of 
the finest examples of an 
abstract female figure study ever 
to be displayed in Kittridge 
Gallery. 
The quality of the B. A. show 
truly outclasses the student 
show. However, this is to be 
expected, as the art in the 
student show is primarily from 
lower level courses, while the art 
in the B. A. show is the product 
of more advanced and 
experienced artists. 
The main criticism of this 
show is the repetitiveness of 
subject matter. There are too 
many nudes and abstracts of 
similar treatment to offer the 
viewer any real variety. 
The student show was hung 
by the Gallery Design class 
under the supervision of Marcia 
Jartun. 
The student and B. A. shows 
will be on display until the end 
of the term. 
beginning tonight at 8 p.m. 
The second production of the 
season, the drama focuses on the 
homecoming of a young army 
veteran and his new-found 
awareness of himself and his 
family. The family members' 
inability to communicate their 
emotions and feelings toward 
each other highlight the play's 
dramatic sequence. 
I took time out to sneak a 
preview of the play and the set 
this past week. I am not at 
liberty to say anything at this 
point, but I have a feeling the 
Drama Department has outdone 
itself this time. 
Directed by Thomas 
Sommerville, who also designed 
the set, the play features 
Richard Riner as Timmy, the 
son; Dianne Winslow, Nettie, the 
mother; and Gary Richardson, 
John, the father. 
Winslow, who also played in 
"Beckett," was awarded one of 
the first UPS Inside Theatre 
scholarships earlier this year. 
The production will run 
tonight and December 8, 13, 14, 
and 15. Tickets are on sale daily 
from 2-4 p.m. in the box office 
in the basement of Jones Hall 
and at the door. 
by Terri Roche 
"The Subject Was Roses," the 
poignant and emotionally 
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Rod Serling 
Cooperative ed offers 
myriad of opportunities 
Sketch of Serling by UPS student Mark Fechko. 
Pot sales top all ; 
no drug complaints 
DEVELOP AND PRINT YOUR OWN PHOTOS 
Sound complicated? At Photo-Dark, 
it's easy. They have complete darkroom 
facilities, including all the equipment 
and chemicals you need. 
Photo-Dark teaches classes in 
beginning, advanced and experimental 
photography. Although a small fee is 
charged for regular classes, a special free 
beginner's class will be held every 
Wednesday 'from 6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. 
At Photo-Dark you can even rent a 
private studio for your own use. If you 
don't have a camera, you can rent one. 
Been looking for a convenient place 
to have your film processed? Photo-Dark 
is within close walking distance, and not 
only will they be glad to process your 
film, but they will also give you a 10% 
discount. 
So come on in—look around or call 
SK9-4711 and reserve a spot in Wednesday's 
  class now 
* PHOTO-FINISHING 
* RENTAL DARKROOM 
* PICTURE GALLERY 
* RENTAL EQUIPTMENT 
* DARKROOM SUPPLIES 
—the photo*dark 
DARKROOM and STUDIO 2624 North PROCTOR 
"Ser.ling blasts TV mentality 
by Ron Cunningham 
Rod Serling, known for his 
participation with the Twilight 
Zone, presented UPS students 
(and any others who could 
withstand the pressure of a 
packed SUB lounge) with "a 
pastiche of commentary on 
everything" from the Miss 
America. contest to Watergate. 
In presenting this pastiche of 
everything, all Serling was asking 
was "that we do care, that we do 
commit, that we give a damn. I 
think that's what it's all about," 
he said. 
He began speaking about 
television, whose real 
responsibility it is to take into 
account the tastes of the mass 
audience, according to a Federal 
The Pot Sale on campus last 
weekend was a great success and 
no one even telephoned the 
president to ask why the 
university was advertising the 
sale of drugs. 
The fifth annual Christmas 
pot sale topped all others. The 
gross was $13,075.52, while last . 
year's sale was $11,400. 
The pottery sale included 
prints as well and this year's 
students of the graphic arts also 
sold more prints than ever 
before. 
The pot and print sale is 
conducted entirely by students. 
Second-year graduates direct the 
activities while the first-year 
graduates and advanced 
undergraduates learn the details 
of the procedings. 
Ten per cent of the sales are 
used for scholarships and twenty 
per cent for guest lecturers and 
new equipment. The students 
keep 70 percent to pay their 
tuition and laboratory fees. 
The pottery classes are 80 per 
cent self-sustaining; therefore 
laboratory fees are high. 
Last year, I , 4 0 0 pieces of 
pottery were sold. This year 95 
per cent of the 1,600 ceramic 
items were purchased by the 
community. One wonders if the 
community breaks 1,400 pieces 
of pottery in one year! 
Rick Mohaffy, president of 
the Potters' Guild, organized the 
function. Debbie Walker, 
Treasurer, managed the 
money—which was no small 
chore. 
The first four hours grossed 
$8,000. Crowds in the basement 
of the chapel were large, almost 
too large. During the first two 
years, the sales were held in the 
basement of Howarth Hall. The 
third sale, grossing $800, was 
held in the art gallery of 
Kittridge Hall. The last two sales 
were in the chapel basement. 
Soon the Potters' Guild should' 
move to the fieldhouse where 
more cashiers can work and 
speed lanes can be set up. 
This sale is not the only one. 
Members of the Potters' Guild 
Communications Commission 
decision. "But," he said, "the 
networks do not give a fair share 
of the time to the audience that 
cares." 
As an example, he told of the 
protests against the televising of 
the Senate Watergate Hearings 
and the 1968 Senate Vietnam 
War hearings. The people wanted 
to watch the "gluck," soap 
operas and game shows. 
"It follows," Serling said, 
'that apparently television 
should only entertain and not 
worry about being an art form 
or a form for education. It's 
more a needle shoved into the 
veins of a hundred-odd million 
viewers whose tastes seem to run 
toward euphoria rather than 
reality. 
have joined with the Weavers' 
Guild of Tacoma to put on an 
excellent exhibition of pottery 
and textiles at the newly located 
Allied Arts Gallery at 600 
Commerce St. 
By popular request, this 
exhibition is being held over for 
the month of January. As new 
items are created in December, 
they will be added to the gallery 
for January. 
Reid Ozaki won the first 
prize for graduate students and 
the prize for Best of Show. Chip 
Gorell won second prized for 
graduates and Candice Anderson 
won third prize. Bruce Vecchitto 
won first award for 
undergraduates, while Myra 
Nakamura won second and 
William Mattson took third. 
FLEA MARKET 
In March or April, UPS will 
hold the famous "Flea Market." 
The potters will have two booths 
there. Then the weekend before 
Mother's Day, the UPS potters 
will have a sale on the lawn in 
front of Kittridge Hall. 
Following that, will be the 
Bellevue Art Fair. Last year 8 
UPS potters had booths at the 
exhibition and sale. 
In September of 1974, for 
the first time, the UPS potters 
will have work for sale at the 
Western Washington Fair in 
Puyallup. UPS potters will 
demonstrate their art all day 
each day in one booth while 
Allied Arts of Tacoma will sell 
art ware in the adjoining booth. 
Professor F. Carlton Ball, of 
the ceramics department, 
recently wrote an article about 
the UPS pottery sale of last year. 
The article was published in the 
national magazine, Ceramics 
Monthly. 
This month's issue has an 
article explaining how the 
University of Alaska at 
Anchorage followed UPS' lead 
and staged its first sale, grossing 
$2,400. 
The Alaska potters thanked 
UPS for the inspiration. 
"You think not? Then note 
how many Americans remained 
glued to their sets devouring that 
semi-civilized tribal rite that 
comes to us each year from the 
Atlantic City Boardwalk; that 
three-dollar bill ritual called the 
Miss America Contest featuring 
sobbing young women whose 
bust measurements are 
frequently in excess of their I.Q.'s. 
"Is there something," he 
questioned, "in our national 
character of late that makes us 
compulsively turn our backs on 
things like Watergate, professing 
boredom and gravitating over to 
other think tank offerings like 
'Let's Make A Deal?' " 
Why is television this way? 
Because, Serling says, of 
commercials. It both controls 
television and acts as one of the 
more distorting factors. 
"You wonder," he said, "how 
to put on a meaningful drama 
that is adult, incisive, 
probing—when every 15 minutes 
the proceedings are interrupted 
by 12 dancing rabbits with toilet 
paper." 
How do you take a medium 
seriously when it is so laced with 
imperatives to buy? 
He suggested that censorship 
might be suggestive of a 
"shortage of an awareness of the 
rights of a free press, the 
constitutionally protected right 
of the freedom of choice, and 
the God given right of human 
beings to express a point of 
view." 
"My guess is," he continued, 
"that if the events of the past 
three or four years are placed in 
a time capsule and then opened 
up a hundred years hence by 
either the citizens of the future 
or a Venusian or Martian 
traveler—this may well go down 
as the age of absolute insanity." 
We have recently witnessed 
the threadbare saga of "the most 
incompetent, corrupt, and 
downright immoral 
administration in the history of 
the American republic." 
And we have seen a President 
"without grace, without humor, 
without any sense of moral 
imperative who calls violations 
of the Constitution simply the 
over-zealous manifestations of 
dedicated public servants." 
"Maybe in looking for a 
president of stature—less a 
politician and infinitely more 
the man—I'm expecting too 
much," Serling said, "as in 
religion ... we keep looking for 
Jesus Christ. .. and we keep 
getting Billy Graham." 
And in the meantime, too 
many people sit glued to their 
TV sets watching 
"pain-in-the-ass kids with a 
neurotic compulsion to show off 
their cavities." 
The Cooperative Education 
Program at UPS offers a myriad 
of challenging job opportunities 
for highly motivated students, 
according to Director Bart W. 
Solie. 
These internship 
opportunities are open to 
students in such major fields as 
chemistry, English, political 
science, psychology and 
sociology, as well as business 
administration. 
Cooperative Education was 
established in the fall of 1969 as 
the "business Intern Program." 
Since its inception more than 
220 interns have been graduated 
from the program. 
There are presently 75 interns 
who alternate a semester of 
work with a semester as a 
full-time student, on a 
year-round basis. When an intern 
is graduated, he will have two 
years of valuable work 
experience. In most instances, 
the graduate will be given 
preference for the position 
occupied as an intern. 
Usually, an attempt is made 
to relate the type of 
employment to the individual's 
area of study and career goals. 
The program is now being 
confronted with an expansion of 
opportun- ities in the 
governmental sector, where 
students in non-traditional areas 
are being sought. 
Sociology and psychology 
majors are presently being 
considered by employers for 
possible placement in the area of 
personnel management, Solie 
explained. 
Businesses are also beginning 
to seek English majors, as the 
need has grown for articulate, 
lucid and literate employees. 
Accountants, in particular, are in 
high demand. 
According to Solie, one of 
the many advantages offered by 
Cooperative Education is the 
easing of the financial burden of 
education. Salaries range from 
$525-800 per month. 
In this way, interns can 
usually manage to save enough 
of their earnings to cover either 
the cost of tuition or room and 
board for those semesters 
when they are in residence. 
The job situations are located 
in various nearby cities such as 
Bremerton, Olympia, Seattle, 
Sumner and Tacoma. 
Most positions are already 
filled for spring term, except for 
a few slots which are open to 
accounting majors. But there 
will be many openings (in new 
fields, too) for anyone interested 
in starting as an intern in the 
summer 1974 term. 
Those individuals interested 
in the program should apply to 
the Cooperative Education 
Program. Anyone desiring more 
information should contact Bart 
Soli. His office is located at 
3201 N. 16th (behind the 
ceramics building), ext. 3161. 
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UPSNB—What do the White 
Cliffs of Dover, a driver named 
Vic and two University of Puget 
Sound students have in 
common? 
The common denominator is 
Europe—the first is a 
geographical sight, the second, a 
courageous European tour guide 
and the latter two are Americans 
Kate Johnson and Robert 
Mickle, who are both receiving 
full academic credit from UPS 
for taking part in the 1973 
Semester Abroad Program in 
London. 
Kate and Robert are among 
25 others, including 1113R art 
professor Dr. Ronald Fields, his 
wife and young daughter, who 
left early in September to fly to 
Europe for three months of 
study and travel amidst their 
global neighbors in the British 
Isles. 
And the students have a lot 
to learn. Kate and Robert had a 
variety of studies to choose 
from—English  art, literature, 
theatre, history, music—among 
various others. In addition they 
are responsible for choosing an 
Bishop Choy to guest preach 
at University Church Sunday 
Wilbur W.Y. Choy, bishop of 
the Seattle Area United 
Methodist Church, will be the 
guest preacher at University 
Church on Sunday, Dec. 9 at 11 
a.m. 
Choy was elected bishop of 
the United Methodist Church by 
the Western Jurisdictional 
Conference in 1972, and was 
assigned to the Seattle episcopal 
area (Washington and northern 
Idaho) for the quadrennium, 
1972-76. 
Choy also serves as a trustee 
of the University of Puget 
Sound. 
He is the first Asian-American 
ever elected bishop in the United 
Methodist Church, and serves 
with 45 other active bishops of 
the denomination in the United 
States. 
Choy is the third resident 
bishop assigned to the Seattle 
Area since it was established in 
1960.Previous bishops have been 
Everett W. Palmer and W. 
Maynard Sparks. 
Dr. Pierce Johnson, university 
chaplain, will lead the service 
Sunday morning. 
Bookstore 
releases 
best-seller 
list for UPS 
3 Out Door Family Showsi 
FRI-SAT-SUN 
TRAP ON COUGAR MOUNTAI 
"TOKLAT" 
'BROTHER OF THE WINO" 
Hot Lips Will Not Leave 
"MASH" also III Jeff Bridges in 'TI-IE LAST AMERICAN HERO' 
PROCTOR 9.5 46; 
independent study of their own 
choice. Most of the students 
readily agree that the experience 
is hardly a crash course. Rather, 
by being involved in and being 
surrounded by the culture itself, 
according to Kate and Robert, 
the experience is a total one. 
Travel was the first item on 
the group's itinerary. Upon 
arrival, the troup set out for the 
White Cliffs of Dover and sailed 
by ferry to Ostend, Belgium, 
then on to Brussels, Paris, 
Geneva, the French Riviera and 
to Nice, Italy. Jetting back to 
London, at the end of 
September, the students were set 
to begin their studies which are 
taught by European and 
American professors. 
For Kate and Robert—who, 
by the way, are still in 
London—Europe has provided a 
unique experience and visual 
pleasures including "fabulous 
scenery, farms' stone houses, 
an  and greenery 
everywhere." 
The students will return 
home in January, after visiting 
numerous sights in the British 
Isles—cathedrals, Stonehenge, 
museums, Winchester—and a 
vacation trip to Spain. They'll be 
richer and happier from the 
combination of travel and study. 
11W1 INV AEI AIN /AIM' 
CONNER p 
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"THAT DARN CAT" 
Plus 
"DUMBO" 
Black Homecoming Queen candidates: Linda Bellamy, 
Cheryl Bragg, Mary Jones, Georgina Rogers, and Y'vonne 
Hobbs. 
'Black Homecoming--73' 
slated for Daffodil game 
Tomorrow, December 8, 
during the championship game 
for the Daffodil Basketball 
Classic at the UPS Fieldhouse, 
the UPS Black Student Union 
will present for the first time 
ever—"Black Homecoming 73." 
The half-time program will 
include crowning of the Black 
Homecoming Queen, singing of 
the Black National Anthem by 
Pacific Lutheran's Bantu Choir, 
and a concluding command 
performance by the Wilson High 
School African Drum and Dance 
Corps. 
The five candidates for queen 
are Linda Bellamy, freshman 
pre-medicine major; Cheryl 
Bragg, sophomore biology 
major; Y'vonne Hobbs, freshman 
psychology major; Mary Jones, 
senior biology major; and 
Georgina Rogers, freshman 
psychology major. 
After the game, a dance 
featuring "360 Degrees" will be 
held in the Great Hall of the 
Student Union Building. 
The BSU invites everyone to 
be there to witness this history. 
making event. 
FREE ORDER OF FRENCH FRIES 
WITH PURCHASE OF A DELICIOUS 
1/8000-TON (1/4 pound) HAMBURGER 
OR CHEESEBURGER IF YOU BRING 
THIS COUPON WITH YOU. 
nIME MM. .11n1 IMIMI =NM 1n111. 
For the best in 
home cooking 
visit Fred's 
Rorthern 
Inn 
915 No.Lawrence 
OPEN 
9 AM — 9 PM 
— —n 
This spring "Women in 
Literature," a course offered 
through the English Department, 
will give students a chance to 
read some outstanding works by 
women. 
"The emphasis of the course 
will be in literature," Professor 
Rosemary Van Arsdel, course 
leader, stressed. "It will be an 
opportunity to read some really 
great books in addition to 
discussing the whole subject of 
women in literature." 
She is interested in the way 
the Women's Movement cropped 
up as an indigenous part of the 
nineteenth century. Today's 
interest in feminism has its roots 
then, she pointed out. 
Readings for the course will 
focus on women novelists of the 
late nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries. English 
authors are Virginia Woolf, Rose 
Macaulay, and Stella Gibbons. 
Among Americans, the class will 
consider Pearl Buck, Edith 
Wharton, and Kate Chopin. In 
addition, a book of essays and 
short stories entitled Images of 
Women in Literatures will be 
examined. 
The English Department has 
also ordered new library books 
for the course, which will be on 
reserve. 
Dr. Van Arsdel is enthusiastic 
about the structure of the 
course, as well as its content. 
She sees it as a "lively course, 
taught in an informal, seminar 
Women ,s 
Two UPS students explore London 
Mickey McMahon, of the UPS 
Bookstore, announced last week 
the November "best-seller" list 
for the University of Puget 
Sound. Carlos Castaneda has 
three books in the top five, and 
register for "Women in 
scheduled for 1 p.m. on regular 
class days. The course is 
presented in response to student 
historical perspectives of 
attitudes toward women, and 
acheived prominence as writers in 
spite of those attitudes. 
interest. 	 House, Altman's Quotations 	 4 	 FRI-SAT-SUN 
Women in American Society, 	 T o b e 's Eat Right and Be 
Women: Cross-Cultural 
	 Healthy, Wason's Art of 	 4 
Perspectives, and Language of 
	 Vegitarian Cooking, and Cam us , 	 BicaW4iii.U461 SISTER  
look at women in literature from 
Literature," English 226, 
focusing on women will be 	 deBeauvoir's Corning of Age, 
siusr*iliaieli" ***************- 
fashion." 
focus on women who have 
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*Peace Corps-Vista representatives * 
**************************** 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 	 * 
: 003 Howarth Hall 
	 9 a.m.-4 p.m. 	 I 
I Monday-Wednesday, Dec. 10-12 : 
* 	 * 
* 	 Applications are now being accepted 	 * 
for Peace Corps and Vista programs 	 * 
in 62 overseas coutries aid throughout the U.S. 
	
* 
* 	 * 
* 
Contact representatives at Placement Center )1 
Together, participants will 
Students are encouraged to 
Other courses for spring 	 from Chairman Sam, 
Marriage, Castaneda's Separate 
three books deal with Nixon and 
Watergate. 
and Will, O'Neill's Open 
Reality, Teachings of Don Juan, 
Say Hello?, Von Daniken's 
by UPS students are: May's Love 
and Journey to Ixtlan, Berne's 
Dying, New York Times' 
Chariot of the Gods, 
Kubler -Ross' On Death and 
Novak's Nixon in the White 
What Do You Say After You 
Watergate Hearings Evans & 
on campus 
	
* 
The top 15 books demanded 
Ryan O'Neil & Daughter Tatum 
D 
in "PAPER MOON" 
plus 
lit course offered 
TEN 
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CHANCE thank you note designed by CHANCE scholar Robert Cruikshank,1972. 
UPS CHANCE drive in full swing 
THE 	
callJanndaegremneewn 7 	 t. 
NEW 
WORLD 
2802 6th Ave. 
Across the street 
from Pizza Haven 
phone 272-5788 
Unbreakable-Pyrex 
water pipes 
PIPES 
ROACH CLIPS 
CUSTOM LEATHER 
CLOTHING 
INCENSE 
WATER BEDS 
POSTERS 
ROLLING PAPERS 
Holland exchange students. Front row: Jim Niesz, Doug 
Durham. Back row: Bill Trefts, Chuck Orser, John Gardner, 
Mike Ross, Dave Wenke, Jim Trenton. 
Wives to host Christmas party 
The UPS CHANCE 
scholarship drive has just gotten 
underway, and spokesmen are 
projecting that $100,000 will be 
raised to provide financial aid 
for 50 low-income students from 
the Puget Sound area. 
The scholarship program was 
begun in 1971. Since that time, 
33 students have been awarded 
CHANCE scholarships; 10 of 
these students have been 
awarded degrees and 17 are 
currently enrolled. 
University administrators see 
CHANCE as a valuable program 
not only because needy students 
are given the opportunity to 
further their education, but also 
Eighteen UPS students have 
been nominated to Who's Who 
Among Students in American 
Colleges and Universities. 
The students were chosen on 
the basis of their participation in 
campus activities, their 
leadership contributions to the 
university, and their outstanding 
scholastic record, following open 
nominations 
The first objective of Who's 
Who is to give a democratic, 
national basis for the recognition 
of outstanding campus leaders. 
The students who were 
selected were: 
Khaled Al Sudairi, president 
of International Club and 
chairman of Model United 
Nations; 
John Barutt, an active Beta 
Theta Pi who has worked for 
KUPS and SAC and is an 
alternate to the Student Court; 
John Dawson, president of 
SAE who has been active in the 
theater; 
Bob Finney, yearbook editor 
and University Council member; 
Randy Foster, president and 
past executive secretary of the 
ASUPS; 
John Goldwood, member of 
the Student Court, ROTC, 
former freshman class president 
and Central Board delegate; 
Brooks Hull, ASUPS activities 
vice president and chairman of  
because the program protects 
and enhances the diversity of the 
institution at a time when 
tuition at private universities is 
skyrocketing. 
"A real university is—and 
should be—a diverse cauldron in 
which the broad spectrum of 
society's problems and 
opportunities are recreated," 
University President Philip 
Phibbs said recently. "A wide 
diversity among our student 
population is vitally important 
to the enrichment of the 
educational experience of all 
students." 
Currently donations are being 
sought from Tacoma community 
Academic and Cultural Artist 
and Lectures program for two 
years; 
Angel Iscovitch, organizer 
and director of Aleithiea; Sue 
McKee, special program director 
for SAC and two-year SAC 
worker; 
Marcia McConnell, regional 
Spurs officer and Nellie Martin 
Carman Scholar since 1970; 
Stephen Mills, business vice 
president of the ASUPS; 
Dennis Nelson, chairman of 
the Artist and Lecture Series and 
musician with the Tacoma 
Symphony Orchestra and the 
UPS Wind Ensemble; 
Dave Olsgard, student senator 
and member of the 
Student-Faculty Relations and 
Curriculum Committees; 
Anthony Rappe, one of two 
Danforth nominees, past 
president of UPS chapter of the 
American Chemistry Society, 
and recipient of the Chemistry 
Department's Sprenger Award; 
Judy Ryan, Panhellenic 
president and member of Angel 
Flight and the Student Court; 
Mark Sanders, Cross Currents 
editor; 
Lois Segal, who has served on 
the Curriculum Committee and 
Student Senate. 
Alan Smith, TRAIL editor; 
Doug Wyckoff, ASUPS 
executive vice president.  
members who have expressed an 
interest in the program. 
Volunteers are still needed for 
this vital part of the scholarship 
campaign. 
Although  the community 
campaign will draw to a close by 
the end of January, different 
campus events will continue into 
the spring. 
A three-day dance marathon 
and other all-campus functions 
are being planned. 
The major fund-raising event 
is to be a "big name" concert by 
"somebody decent" this spring, 
CHANCE worker Bob Ford said 
recently. 
Other on-campus groups and 
organizations may hold 
functions, the proceeds of which 
will go to the CHANCE funds. 
CHANCE Chairman Merrill 
Robison is optimistic about the 
campaign. Already the university 
has received $3,000 in 
unsolicited donations, and has 
been receiving tremendous 
financial and moral support 
from Weyerhaeuser, according to 
reports. 
Shirley Bushnell, UPS grant 
development director, said the 
university hopes to receive 
enough large endowments this 
year to give CHANCE a solid 
financial footing for the future. 
Funds solicited this year will 
go to students in the 1974-75 
academic year. The money will 
be equally distributed among 
Afro-American, Native 
American, Spanish American, 
and Caucasian students coming 
from low-income families. 
While in the past, CHANCE 
scholarships have only been 
awarded to community college 
tranfers, this year low-income 
freshmen will be eligible for 
consideration. 
Campus groups interested in 
sponsoring an event for 
CHANCE should contact SAC 
Director Lloyd Matsunami or 
Shirley Bushnell to make 
arrangements. 
UPSNB- University of Puget 
Sound faculty, spouses and 
children will be treated to a 
genuine "Olde Fashioned Family 
Christmas Party," complete with 
traditional costumes, 
refreshments and a visit from 
Santa Claus Saturday, Dec. 8, 
beginning at 10 a.m. in Kilworth 
Memorial Chapel lounge. 
The annual event, which will 
feature Christmas carols and 
stories by Betsy Aldrich, a local 
Yamaha music teacher, is 
sponsored by the UPS Faculty 
Wives Club. 
All participants are asked to 
bring a gift for a resident at 
Remann Hall. 
Committee members include 
Carol Sutherland and Marie 
Juniors study 
Eight UPS juniors of the 
School of Business and Public 
Administration are at the 
present time exchange students 
at the Netherlands School for 
Business which is housed in the 
castle of Nijenrode. 
These students are now 
taking a trip through the 
European Economic Community 
and will visit Brussels, Paris, 
Strasbourg and Luxembourg. In 
all places they will be addressed 
by prominent officials of the 
EEC and they are accompanied 
by Dr. Postma, president of the 
N.O.I.B. 
They have written about their 
plans for Christmas vacation to 
Dr. John Prins, who is the 
director of the Holland 
Exchange Program, and it looks 
Covington, decorations; Lois 
Mehlhaff, Lani Barnett, Naomi 
Kray and Carolyn Nigh, 
refreshments; and Louise 
Roussin and Peggy Gardiner, 
program. 
BAZAAR 
-- 
Paintings, baked goods, 
handicrafts, Christmas 
decorations and toys will go on 
sale Sunday, Dec. 9, from noon 
to 8 p.m. when the University of 
Puget Sound's Law Spouse 
Association presents an Arts and 
Crafts Bazaar. 
The event, which will be held 
at the Mountaineers Hall, 2302 
N. 30th St., is open to the 
public. 
in Holland 
as if all of them will be spending 
their holidays in the southern 
European countries such as 
Italy, Spain and Greece. 
Applications from all 
students for Holland for next 
year are now being received at 
Mc128. So far, about five or six 
have shown interest and since 
the allotment for UPS will be 
limited to 10, those who are 
interested in going from 
September 1974 to June 1975 
should see Dr. Prins before 
Christmas vacation. 
Not only students in business 
and public administration and 
economics, but also those in 
political science and history 
could qualify. 
The program has been offered 
for the past eight years. 
18 named to Who's Who 
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Friday, Dec. 7 
Inside Theatre: "Subject Was Roses," 8 p.m., Jones 
Basketball: Daffodil Classic at UPS 
Campus Flick: "BLow-up," 6 and 8:30 p.m., 
Mc006 
Swimming: at UW Husky Invitational 
Christian Fellowship: 7 p.m., Chapel Basement 
Helen Reddy Concert, 8:30 p.m., Seattle Arena 
Saturday, Dec. 8 
Basketball: Daffodil Classic at UPS 
Inside Theatre: "Subject Was Roses," 8 p.m., Jones 
Graduate Record Exams 
Campus Flick: "Blow-Up," 6 and 8:30 p.m., 
Mc006 
Air Force Officers' Test, 8 :30 a.m., Mc106 
Wrestling: at Pacific U. Tourney 
Olde Fashioned Family Christmas, 10 a.m., 
Kilworth 
Sunday, Dec. 9 
University Church, Bishop Choy speaking, 11 a.m., 
Kilworth 
Arts and Crafts Bazaar, noon to 8 p.m., 2302 N. 
30th 
Monday, Dec. 10 
Basketball: Cal State, Sacramento at UPS, 8 p.m. 
Tuesday, Dec. 11 
Faculty Meeting, 4 p.m., Mc106 
Student Senate: 6 p.m., Mc106 
Campus Flick: "Belle de Jour," 7 & 9 p.m., 
Wednesday, Dec. 12 
Univ. Madrigal Singers Christmas Program, 8:15 
p.m., Jacobsen Hall 
Thursday, Dec. 13 
Inside Theatre: "Subject Was Roses," 8 p.m., Jones 
Madrigals, 8:15 p.m., Jacobsen 
Friday, Dec. 14 
LAST TRAIL ISSUE BEFORE CHRISTMAS 
Inside Theatre: "Subject Was Roses," 8 p.m., Jones 
Campus Flick: "Medium Cool," 6 g. 8 : 3 0 p.m., 
Mc006 
Basketball: U Montana at UPS, 8 p.m. 
Law School Admissions Test 
Wrestling: Cal State Bakersfield at UPS, 7:30 p.m. 
Madrigals, 8:15 p.m., Jacobsen 
",". 
at. 
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10 MISC FOR SALE 
LOUDSPEAKER SALE. Buy 
from the factory. Freight 
damaged and re-checked 
speakers. All fully warranted 
electrically. Examples: 
12-inch, three-way, $33. 
15-inch, three-way, $44. 
Gerard changer complete, 
$29.50. AM/FM stereo/rec., 
$49.80. Similar savings on 
Sony, JIC, Nikko, Gerard, etc. 
Johnzer Products. 22638 85th 
Place S., Kent. 854-5942. 
20 FOR RENT 
ow, 
NEED A PLACE TO LIVE? We 
have houses, apartments, and 
duplexes. All areas, all prices. 
Call 475-2820. RENTEX FEE 
VI" 
UPPER DUPLEX, furnished, 1 
bedroom-twin beds, 26 and 
Lawrence, $95.00 plus part 
utilities. Deposit required. 
SK2-1865. 
40 Services 
Small day care in my home. 
Near Highland Hill Shopping 
Center. Ages 3-8. Hot meals, 
snacks, continuous 
supervision. Call L)4-2167. 
I'm interested. Send me more information on Evelyn Wood's course. 
I:11'm broke. Send my parents information on how they can give me 
the course for Christmas. 
Name (or Parents Name) 
	  
Address (or Parents Address) 
Street 	 City 	  
State 
	
 Zip 	  Phone 	  
MAIL TODAY! THERE'S NO OBLIGATION. 
2515 Fourth Ave. Seattle,Wash.98121 624 1122 
Evelyn  Wood Reading Dynamics 
1011 
Prof. Florence Sandler of the English Department will give a 
program of traditional English Christmas readings in Kilworth Chapel, 
Monday, Dec. 10 at 7 p.m. All students and faculty are warmly 
invited. 
"Meet the Mormons." On Monday, Dec. 10, at 8 p.m. The 
films "Meet the Mormons" and "Man's Search for Happiness" will be 
shown in Mc006. These films should answer many questions about 
Mormonism. 
For many people the Christmas season isn't one of joy and 
plenty. In connection with Salishan Food Bank, the UPS Spurs are 
sponsoring a food drive in an effort to help out those families in the 
Tacoma area for whom Christmas won't be as plentiful as for most of 
us. There will be a box at the entrance to the Great Hall during the 
Christmas Banquet, December 13, for donations. Salishan Food Bank 
--expressed a need for nonperishable food items and necessities such as 
soap, toothpaste, toothbrushes, canned fruits or vegetables and soup. 
These items will be distributed to the needy in the Tacoma area 
during the Christmas season. Your help will be greatly appreciated. 
For more information, contact any Spur or Salishan Food Bank. 
ARE YOU FEELING BUGGED BY IT ALL? 
Here is a list of Washington's United States senators and 
representatives with their mailing addresses. 
Sen. Warren G. Magnuson, 127 Russell Building, Washington, 
D.C., 20510. 
Sen. Henry M. Jackson, 137 Russell Building, Washington, 
D.C., 20510. 
1st District—Joel M. Pritchard, 1039 Longworth House Office 
Building, Washington, D.C., 20515. 
2nd District—Lloyd Meeds, 308 Cannon House Office 
Building, Washington, D.C. 20515. 
3rd District—Julia Butler Hansen, 201 Cannon House Office 
Building, Washington, D.C., 20515. 
4th District—Mike McCormack, 1205 Longworth House 
Office Building, Washington, D.C., 20515. 
5th District—Thomas S. Foley, 1201 Longworth House 
Office Building, Washington, D.C., 20515. 
6th District—Floyd V. Hicks, 1203 Longworth House Office 
Building, Washington, D.C., 20515. 
7th District—Brock Adams, 436 Cannon House Office 
Building, Washington, D.C., 20515. 
The final class of Contemporary Dance, scheduled for 
December 13, will be a guest day. Those interested in viewing the class 
are invited to the Women's Gym from 5:45 to 6:45 p.m. 
How would you 
like to get 
Evelyn Wood 
For Christmas? 
Imagine!! Next time finals roll around you'll be zooming through your 
reading assignments in 1/3 the time ... with at least the same OR BETTER 
comprehension. That's our guarantee. We'll even show you how to do it at 
a free demonstration. 
WINTER 
CLASSES 
IN 
TACOMA 
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